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Student Handout 6.2 Contact among Mesopotamia, Egypt, Kush, and Other Societies 
 
Background: The ancient story The Curse of Agade was written as a poem, and the author (who was probably 
a priest) used a lot of figurative language, which is a type of writing that describes something by what it is 
similar to or like. Readers don’t understand the words literally, but as a comparison or a symbol. For example, 
the figurative statement “she has a cold heart” does not mean that the temperature of her heart is freezing 
cold, but that she is not a very loving person.  
 
Stanza 1 
He [Enlil] looked toward the Gubin mountains, 
He scoured all of the broad mountain ranges —  
The unsubmissive people, the land (whose people) is without number,  
Gutium, the land that allows no control, 
Whose understanding is human, (but) whose form (and) stuttering words are that of a dog,  
Enlil brought them [the Guti] out of the mountain. 
 
Vocabulary 
Enlil: the king of the gods 
the Gubin mountains: today called the Zagros Mountains, just east of Mesopotamia 
Gutium: a land of the Guti 
Guti: a Sumerian name for people who lived in the mountains and who did not worship the Mesopotamian gods 
The word Guti can be both a singular and plural noun (“a handsome Guti” or “the handsome Guti”) or an 
adjective (“the Guti invasion”) 
scoured: searched 
 
Stanza 1 Directions 
The first stanza describes the Guti, the people of Gutium. It begins with Enlil, the king of the gods, who was 
angry at the Mesopotamian king. The poet is saying that Enlil brought the Guti “out of the mountain” to attack 
Mesopotamia. The poet also wrote about the land (Gutium, in the Gubin mountains) and the people who lived 
there (the Guti) as if they were the same. The poet uses this figurative language to describe the Guti: 
 
Figurative Language (in italics) What it means: Explain in your own words what the poet means to 

say about the Guti by the figurative language. 
the land (whose people) is without 
number 

He means that there are a lot of Guti. 

the land that allows no control  

 

(but) whose form (and) stuttering 
words are that of a dog 

 

 

 

 
Now explain in your own words what the poet thought about the Guti:  
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Stanza 2 
Like hordes of locusts they lie over the land, 
Their arms are stretched over the plain for him [Enlil] like a snare for animals, 
Nothing leaves their arms, 
No one escapes their arms. 
Messengers no longer travel the highways… 
They [the Guti] drive the trusty goats of Enlil from the fold…  
 
Vocabulary 
hordes of locusts: locusts are grasshoppers that hatch in a huge group and spread over farmland. They eat 
everything.  
fold: a pen for animals 
 
Stanza 2 Directions 
In the second stanza the poet was describing what happened when the Guti invaded Mesopotamia. The poet 
uses this figurative language to describe the Guti invasion: 
 
Figurative Language (in italics) What it means: Explain in your own words what the poet meant to say 

about the Guti invasion by the figurative language. 
Like hordes of locusts they lie over 
the land 

 

 

Their arms are stretched over the 
plain 

 

 

like a snare for animals  

 

Nothing leaves their arms,  

 

They [the Guti] drive the trusty 
goats of Enlil from the fold 

 

 

 
Explain in your own words what the Guti did when they invaded Mesopotamia: 
 


